LEARN TO PLAY

S

IX HYMNS IN SIX DAY

S

Day Five
Wacky World of Chords
D minor Chord
A minor Chord
Hymns
“Abide With Me”
“Praise to the Man”
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Here’s what you
will learn today!

Day 5

“Wacky World
of Chords”
Chords”
Today we will be learning about the “Wacky World” of chords.
I called this “Wacky” because it may sound hard but it is really EASY !!

The first type of chord is called the

“Major
“Major”
ajor”

chord.
All the chords you have learned so far are these types of chords (C, D, F, G ).

The second type of chord is the

“minor”
minor” chord.

The only difference between these two types of chords is the “middle note”
of the root chord.
The MAJOR chords seem to have a more “HAPPY” sound to it …
while the MINOR chords seem to sound a little “sad”.

Today,
you will be learning the “D

minor” chord
and the “A minor” chord.
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Day 5

"D minor
minor"
inor" Chord
First, play the “D Major” chord in the ROOT POSITION (with D as the bottom note).
The notes are D,

F #,

Now let’s learn the “D

and

A.

minor” chord.

… just play the “F” note rather than the “F

sharp” note.

Play the “D major” chord and the “D minor” chords over and over … do you hear
something different between the two chords?
The “D major” chord seems to have a more “HAPPY” sound to it …
while the “D minor” sounds a little “sad”.

The “D major” chord is shown like this:

The “D minor” chord is show with a small letter ‘m’ next to the D like this:
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Day 5

"A minor
minor"
inor" Chord
First, play the “A Major” chord in the ROOT position (with A as the bottom note).
The notes are:

A, C #,

and

E.

Now, to play the “A minor” chord …
just play the “C” note rather than the “C

sharp” note.

Play both the chords over and over … do you hear something different between the two
chords?
The “A major” chord seems to have a more “HAPPY”

sound to it …

while the “A minor” sounds a little “sad”
The “A major” chord is shown like this:
The “A minor” chord is show with a small letter ‘m’ next next to the A like this:
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Day 5

Today’s Hymns
Today we will learn two hymns that have a ‘D'
‘D' minor chord and a
‘A' minor chord in them.
• Hymn #166 – “Abide with Me!”
o This hymn uses the A minor chord a couple times.
o Because this hymn is in the Key of C, the F sharp has the # sign in next to
the F.
• Hymn #30 – “Praise to the Man”
o This hymn uses the A minor chord and a fermata …

Learning Secrets
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remember that the ‘D minor’ and ‘A minor’ chords don’t use any black notes.
Find all the minor chords before you play the hymn.
Try playing the chords in their Root Positions and also the ‘EASY’ positions.
Try practicing each hand by itself
Count out loud
Try singing the hymn while you are playing.
• Say the names of the note out loud while playing just the melody.
Don’t worry … just try singing the hymns when you practice them
and it will easy!!

GOOD LUCK !!!
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Day 5

NOTE: in the last line
there is an “F Sharp”
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